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Diachronic Data: the RSC

Language is different across uses and across time.

– Royal Society Corpus: scientific texts in British English

Comparing word embeddings can inform on semantic shifts.
Especially diachronic scenarios involve subtle shifts.[1]

– total size: 91M (sizes per decade: 0.45M – 13.5M)
– time span: 1660-1930 [2]
[3]

Humans often don’t see them.

– Word2Vec embeddings
(structured skip-grams) [4]
– decade-wise embeddings,
each building on the previous one
(first decade: on the whole RSC)

Detect semantic shifts
without presuppositions and expectations

– including per-decade token counts

Gromov-Wasserstein Optimal Transport
(GWOT)

[5]

GWOT aims to align two spaces perfectly.

OT finds the cheapest reallocation of mass for two point sets.[6]

Aligning only the most stable concepts
preserves the semantic shifts.

GW enables comparisons across embedding spaces. [7]
Concepts have similar geometric constellations across spaces.[8]

Imperfect Alignment – on Purpose

GWOT looks at within-space distances
and matches points by their spatial ‘role’
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Shift Detection Methods
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1. string mismatches among pairs (v,w) є T
confident mismatches can indicate large shifts
2. self-distance: 1 – cos(Px, x) : x є X
operates only on the source space
3. cosine distance: 1 – cos(Pxv , yw) : (v,w) є T
and CSLS[9]
4. clustering of difference vectors: yw – Pxv : (v,w) є T
detect systematic/thematic shifts and their directions
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given: spaces X and Y, translation pairs T, projection matrix P
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GWOT creates a coupling:
a bidirectional table of
translation likelihoods.

element

This leads to pairs of
mutual best translations.
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1. pick only the most likely (~stable) pairs
as “anchors” for alignment.
→ s small coupling (<200 words)
→ s Procrustes’ on the pairs’ vectors
→ s project X onto Y
[ (of,of),
(the,the),
(relation,relation) ]
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align X with Y along anchors

2. this is seen as a bilingual task;
we need a set of translation pairs.
→ s large coupling (>5K words)
→ s measure shift for these pairs
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[ (air, air),
(relation, relation),
(element,element),
the
relation
(connexion, connection),
(phlogiston, oxygen) ]
shifts between translation pairs

Preliminary Results
farther apart?
harder to align.
distances of translation pairs
and self-distances of their x
words with large shifts
from 1850 to 1900
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